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Good Spa Guide names top UK spas
CLICK
TO
READ

The winners of the 13th annual
Good Spa Guide Awards have
been revealed at industry
conference Spa Life UK, following
a record-breaking voter turnout.
The awards celebrate the best in
spa excellence across the UK and
seek to raise awareness of how spas
play an increasingly important role in
supporting health and wellbeing.
Categories included Best Day
Health Club Spa, Best Hotel Spa and
Best Boutique Spa, as well as Best
Spa for Sustainability, Best Spa for

GSG

Innovation, Best Spa for Wellness and

ph oto:

photo: RUDDING PARK

Spa, Best Destination Spa, Best

■■ Rudding Park Spa in North Yorkshire

Best Spa for Guest Experience.

scooped the award for Best Destination Spa

Caitlin Dalton, Good Spa Guide
director, said: “After a long period of
uncertainty, spas are once again thriving.

“It’s been fantastic to celebrate
all these British spas.

“We were delighted to receive a

“Thank you to all winners and finalists

grand total of 367,879 consumer

for their hard work, they all deserve a

votes this year – our best result yet
– confirming just how important our

huge amount of praise,” she added.

much-loved spas are to consumers.

More: http://lei.sr/z5v4v_B

Jennifer Young has
devised the training
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Miraval promotes Jacqueline
Berry to helm wellness
Berry is the new director
of spa and wellbeing
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New course trains therapists
about menopausal clients

Caitlin Dalton
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EDUCATION

After a long period of
uncertainty, spas are
once again thriving

REPORT

Wellness drives record
TRevPAR thanks to pandemic
Recent report reveals new
data on wellness real estate
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Proud partner of the most beautiful spas in France and around the world

Euphoria Resort Hotel

ARIA Resort & Casino

Chania
(Crete)

Las Vegas
(USA)

Emeria Dinard,
Hôtel Thalasso & Spa 4*
Dinard
(Brittany, France)

Celebrating the spa experience
for 50 years

Made of sea,
Phytomer cultivates its revitalizing benefits for all
Made of nature,
Phytomer believes in natural and organic ingredients
Made of trust,
Phytomer partners with the top spas around the world
Made of quality,
Phytomer provides safety, beauty and wellness to the skin
Made of commitments,
Phytomer preserves and protects marine ecosystems
Made of one belief,
Nature is the new luxury.

PHY TOMER
PaRTnER Of EliTE sPas wORldwidE
www . PHY TOMERPRO . cOM

spa business people
Jennifer Young creates training to help therapists
support menopausal or premenopausal clients

O

n 24 June 2022,

and provide tailored support

skincare specialist

to menopausal women.

and therapist trainer

Therapists are taught

Jennifer Young launched

to tailor treatments

a new training course to

using a combination

enable spa therapists to

of touch, acupressure

help guests address the

and aromatherapy.

physical and emotional

The rituals incorporate

consequences of menopause.

Young’s Menopause Plus
photo: TOM GRIFFITHS

Delivered virtually, the
course begins with an
abridged version of Young’s
existing Advance Menopause
Awareness training to
■■ Jennifer Young is an experienced therapist trainer

educate students about the
theory of the menopause.

skincare and spa line.
According to Young, the
skincare line and training
were inspired by the many
stories of women who don’t
feel heard when it comes to
their menopause experience.

Therapists are in a powerful
position to support women as they
go through hormonal changes

Young delivers this content
alongside three specialist
medics, a psychotherapeutic
counsellor and psychological

She says: “Therapists are in
a powerful position to support
women as they go through
hormonal changes and also to

therapist, among others.
Participants will then
progress onto the practical

element of the course where

The new rituals have been

guide them to have a positive

they’ll learn and practise facial

designed to equip therapists

experience of menopause.”

and body treatment protocols.

with the ability to understand

More: http://lei.sr/m7r8N_B

Kim Marshall unveils latest season of
GWS' refreshed podcast series

T

he Global Wellness
Summit (GWS) has kicked
off the sixth season

Our new name reflects the soul of
our podcast - open and approachable
conversations about wellness

of its wellness podcast
which has recently been

provide industry insights but

of Global Wellness Day and

renamed Global Wellness

also share their own stories

Dr Michael Roizen, professor

Conversations (GWC).

and business highs and lows.

at the Cleveland Clinic Lerner

While informed by the

photo: GWS

■■ Kim Marshall, podcast
host and wellness
communications specialist

She told Spa Business:

College of Medicine at Case

annual summit, the podcast

“We’re so happy that our

Western Reserve University,

name change was decided on

new name better reflects

and chief wellness officer

to reflect the approachable

the soul of the podcast

emeritus, Cleveland Clinic.

and practical conversational

– open, approachable,

Podcast guests still to

dialogue in each episode.

ongoing and important

come this season include

conversations about a wide

Susie Ellis, co-founder

range of wellness topics.”

and CEO of the GWS and

Podcast host and industry
figure Kim Marshall steers
each episode and guides
interviewees to not only

4
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So far, episodes this season
feature Belgin Aksoy, founder
©Cybertrek Ltd 2022

Global Wellness Institute.
More: http://lei.sr/t2j2P_B
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■■ Stefan Szirucsek is the mayor of Baden bei Wien in Austria

Being inscribed as a UNESCO
World Heritage Site is a huge
accolade for all 11 spa towns

Stefan Szirucsek to chair
Great Spa Towns of Europe

N

ewly-formed industry

Szirucsek is the mayor of

body The Great Spa

Baden bei Wien in Austria –

Towns of Europe

which is one of the 11 spa

association has appointed

towns – and will take the

Stefan Szirucsek as

reins as board chair from

its new board chair.

Margret Mergen, lord mayor

As of July 2021, The Great

Szirucsek said: “It’s a great

established as a UNESCO

honour to be appointed as the

World Heritage Site. The site

new chair and to continue to

comprises of 11 famous

develop this great initiative.
“Being inscribed as a

cities in seven countries (follow

UNESCO World Heritage Site

link at end of story for full list).

is a huge accolade for all 11

The Great Spa Towns of

towns. With the formation

Europe organisation was

of the new association,

subsequently formed in

I feel we’re all heading

May 2022 to prepare and

into the future with more

deliver UNESCO's property

strength and new energy.”

management plan.

More: http://lei.sr/3J6S7_B
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New Deloitte report finds the health
and fitness sector contributes up to
US$91.22bn a year to global GDP

Mandarin Oriental is set to
launch its first alpine resort
in Cortina, Italy, in 2025
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Wellness drives record TRevPAR
results thanks to pandemic,
reports RLA Global

Tuscan wine country inspires
Hotel Le Fontanelle’s new
nature-centric wellness sanctuary

The latest in products and
innovation from Elemental
Herbology, Oakworks, Swissline,
Gharieni and OpenSeed

of Baden-Baden in Germany.

Spa Towns of Europe was

historic thermal spa towns and

Susie Ellis, Belgin Aksoy and
Michael Roizen head up GWS'
all-new podcast season

©Cybertrek Ltd 2022
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A new report by Deloitte

employment globally and

outlining the social and

that its presence – through

economic value of the

gyms, clubs and physical

global health and fitness

facilities – raises activity

industry, has been released

levels in the local community,

by The Global Health &

which increases GDP and

Fitness Alliance (GHFA), in

reduces healthcare costs.
By reviewing existing data,

collaboration with IHRSA.

academic studies and industry

The document – Economic
health and societal wellbeing:

reports, the authors have

quantifying the impact of

devised a way to indicate the

the global health and fitness

impact of the industry, firstly

sector – outlines the impact

by explaining the economic

of the health and fitness

impact of absenteeism and

industry on GDP and healthcare

presenteeism and secondly by

systems worldwide, as well as

citing how much an inactive

specific activity in 46 different

worker in each country or

countries and territories. It has

territory costs the economy.

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK/ ORION PRODUCTION

Health and fitness adds $91bn to global GDP

■■ The report has revealed the industry's contribution to GDP

The premise of the report
is that the industry is a
major contributor to GDP
and employment globally

The report shows how active

identified a total impact of up

citizens create value-added GDP,

to US$91.22bn per annum.

which cuts healthcare costs,

The report's premise is
that the industry is a major

absenteeism and presenteeism.

contributor to GDP and

More: http://lei.sr/j6e7T_B

Rosewood to debut in Venice
after restoring Hotel Bauer
photo: Rosewood Hotels & Resorts

Rosewood Hotels & Resorts will open its
first property in Venice, Italy, in 2025.
Rosewood announced it has been
selected to manage the Hotel Bauer
in Venice, a property originally built

Radha Arora

6
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■■ The hotel is situated in Venice's San Marco district

in 1880 that’s situated in the city’s
historic San Marco district.
Owned by real estate developer
SIGNA Prime Selection, Hotel Bauer is

We’re thrilled to be
growing Rosewood’s
presence in Europe

photo: Rosewood Hotels & Resorts

NEW TERRITORY

Wellness and Spa Solutions revealed to
Spa Business that he's been appointed
as spa consultant for the project.

set to undergo a multi-year renovation

“We’re thrilled to be growing our

in November 2022, at which time the

European presence with this pivotal

hotel will close as it prepares to reopen

addition in such a magnificent city,” said

as Rosewood Hotel Bauer in 2025.

Radha Arora, president of Rosewood

As part of the project, the hotel will add
a wellness facility – Roberto Cemin of

and co-chief development officer.
More: http://lei.sr/6A8u3_B

©Cybertrek Ltd 2022
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MEET the team

MOHG to launch first alpine resort in Italy
Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group

ahead of the Milano-

(MOHG) has signed a long-

Cortina Winter Olympics.
photo: JAMES RILEY/MOHG

term management agreement
with Attestor to rebrand and
manage Hotel Cristallo in
Cortina d’Ampezzo, Italy.
Currently operated by
Marriott International,

For email use:
fullname@leisuremedia.com

Upon re-opening, the hotel

Editorial director

will offer 83 rooms as well

Liz Terry

as a 1,600sq m MOHG spa

+44 (0)1462 431385

and wellness facility including
a pool that transverses from
Spa Business editor

inside to outside the building.

the property will close in

The destination will open as

Q2 of 2023 and undergo

MOHG’s first alpine resort and

a substantial renovation

Katie Barnes
+44 (0)1462 471925

will be its third Italian property.

We're delighted to be
bringing the MOHG
brand to the Dolomites

conducted by architects
Herzog & de Meuron.
The property will then
reopen as Mandarin

Publisher

Astrid Ros

the beauty of the Dolomites,”

+44 (0)1462 471911

said James Riley, group

James Riley

Oriental Cristallo, Cortina

“We’re delighted to be
bringing the MOHG brand to

chief executive of MOHG.
More: http://lei.sr/B2R7n_B

in the summer of 2025,

Head of news

Tom Walker
+44 (0)1462 431385
PHOTO: Shutterstock/LucVi

GROWING FOOTPRINT

Nobu to unveil
new hotel and spa
in Madrid

Assistant editor

Megan Whitby
+44 (0)1462 471906

Head of digital

Tim Nash

Global lifestyle brand Nobu

+44 (0)1462 471917

Hospitality – founded by
Robert De Niro, Nobu
■■ The hotel will be Nobu's 11th European property

Matsuhisa and Meir Teper
– has announced plans
to open its fifth Spanish

between Plaza de Cibeles

destination in Madrid.

and Puerta del Sol.
photo: NOBU HOSPITALITY

Located in the heart of
the Spanish capital’s Cortes
District, Nobu Hotel Madrid
will be home to a tri-level
Nobu restaurant and bar,

Trevor Horwell, CEO of
Nobu Hospitality, comments:
“We’re absolutely thrilled to
finally launch in Madrid. A
bustling mecca of art, culture

along with a fitness centre

and cuisine, the Spanish

and spa and an expansive

capital is an important

rooftop bar and a lounge

destination for us.

with views over the skyline.
The hotel will come to life
following a transformation
of an existing office building,
located at 26 Calle Alcalá,
sBinsider Issue 400

We look forward
to expanding our
Spanish footprint
Trevor Horwell

©Cybertrek Ltd 2022

“This will be our fifth
hotel in Spain and we
look forward to expanding
our Spanish footprint.”
More: http://lei.sr/q4T9T_B
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Whoop digs deeper into corporate wellbeing
and recovery metrics.

Connected performance

The Whoop Unite package

has launched Whoop

acts like a digital health

Unite for businesses.

coach for employees, who

Whoop has built up its B2B

can use Whoop to improve

operation since undertaking

their overall health and

a Series F funding round of

performance at work. A secure

US$200m (€190m, £165m)

platform provides businesses

last August – when the

with administrative controls,

tech unicorn was valued at

analytics and reporting to

US$3.6bn (€3.4bn, £3bn) –

reveal key trends and aims

and now has 200 corporate

to offer companies a broader

customers, including Hitachi

understanding of how they

Vantara, the UK’s NHS and the

can support their employees.

photo: WHOOP

wearable company Whoop

■■ Whoop is aiming to reduce employee stress

Initially aimed at elite

2012, I dreamt of the world’s

athletes – LeBron James

best organisations relying on

and Michael Phelps were

it to improve performance,”

among its first users – Whoop

said Whoop CEO, Will Ahmed.

has become popular with

“My early sales calls were

consumers interested in

trying to convince coaches to

improving their wellbeing

buy Whoop for their teams.”

through its sleep, stress

More: http://lei.sr/a5A3w_B

photo: WHOOP

“When I founded Whoop in

US National Forest Service.

When I founded Whoop, I
dreamt of the world’s best
organisations relying on it
to improve performance
Will Ahmed

Miraval promotes Berry to
group director of spa
Industry veteran Jacqueline Berry
has been appointed group director
photo: MIRAVAL

of spa and wellbeing at Miraval. She
will oversee the company’s Life in
Balance spas at Miraval Arizona, Miraval

Simon Marxer

8
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■■ Jacqueline Berry has been at Miraval since 2018

Austin and Miraval Berkshires.
Berry was previously GM at Miraval

Jacqueline has an
excellent ability
to bring wellness
concepts to life

photo: MirAval/Jacqueline Berry

PEOPLE

concepts to life,” said Simon Marxer,

Life in Balance Spa at Monarch Beach

associate VP spa and wellbeing of Miraval.

Resort where she introduced signature

“I look forward to seeing her develop her

spa services and creative expression

expertise to further the brand’s mission.”

classes, a mindful eating experience

In her new role, Berry will collaborate

and launched more than 30 new

with each property to reinforce the

fitness, yoga and meditation classes.

brand’s mission and support the

“Jacqueline has demonstrated an
excellent ability to bring spa and wellness

brand’s signature treatments.
More: http://lei.sr/C5z6E_B

©Cybertrek Ltd 2022
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experience
U N LO C K T H E P OW E R O F

wellness W I T H I N

YO U R B U S I N E S S

The only trade show unifying hospitality and wellness
in a highly selective, intimate way through experiential
learning, quality meetings, opportunities, social events,
wellness practices and the latest information...

I B I Z A

25 TH – 28 TH OCTOBER 2022
An experiential and informational wellness trade
show designed with an eye for sustainability for
luxury hoteliers, retreat leaders, spa managers,
luxury travel designers, concierge companies,
destination management companies, yachting
companies, product and service suppliers, experts
and facilitators.
Get to the core of a winning wellness strategy
built on meaningful wellness experiences.

Please email us for information
on venues, sponsorships,
exhibiting & attending:

info@theretreatshow.com
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Sign of the times
The latest research from RLA Global indicates wellness is
driving record TRevPAR results thanks to the pandemic

H

otels with wellness revenues
exceeding us$1m generated
126 per cent more in total
revenue per available room
(TRevPAR) in 2021 than
those with wellness revenues
of less than us$1m, according

to the latest Wellness Real Estate Report
by RLA Global.
Average TRevPAR at properties
with significant wellness oﬀerings
was still 35 per cent below pre-COVID
levels in 2019, but this gap was
much higher at 44 per cent and 55
per cent, respectively, at hotels with
minor and no wellness oﬀerings.
Roger Allen, group CeO of RLA
Global, said: “2021 was about
recovery and hotel performances
show a clearly positive trend in
2021 compared with 2020.
“When looking solely from a revenue

PHOTO: RLA GLOBAL

■■ Roger Allen, group
CEO of RLA Global

perspective, hotels with significant
wellness oﬀerings seem to have
achieved better results than properties
with minor or no wellness facilities.
“The pandemic resulted in new
revenue management strategies,

2021 was about recovery and
hotel performances show a
clearly positive trend in 2021
compared with 2020
10
26
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giving priorities to average daily
rates (ADR) over occupancy.”

A balanced perspective
Although properties with major wellness
oﬀerings seem to be making greater
©Cybertrek Ltd
©Cybertrek
2022 Ltd
sBinsider
2022
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■■The third edition of RLA
Global’s annual report
examines the financial
performance of more than
3,200 global properties

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK/SILATIP

We believe there’ll be a few winners and potentially
many losers as the competitive landscape heats up
progress in recovery – at least in terms

chain issues in hotel supplies and labour

Trends forecast

of revenue generation – gross operating

as well as energy cost increases – have

The latest Wellness Real Estate

profit (GOP) levels counterbalance this

replaced much of the savings hotels had

Report also highlights two trends

process. In fact, findings in the latest

found during the last two years.

which are expected to continue

report indicate properties with minor

“These areas largely impact the

influencing wellness in real estate.

wellness operations outperformed major

wellness sector more than most as

wellness hotels in average monthly

they generally carry a larger fixed

of branded residences, which attract

occupancy levels throughout 2021.

cost base and labour force and higher

renewed customer interest as a result of

levels of energy consumption – a key

growing global wealth and the post-

consideration for the coming years.”

COVID demand for real estate in less

Plus, hotels without wellness had a 6
per cent wider GOP margin on average.
RLA Global warns that while the

RLA Global said the diﬀerences

One of them is the sustained appeal

crowded, non-urban environments.

analysis of the post-COVID revenue

revealed in bottom-line performances

trends seems to show that major

should provide investors with a

increasing popularity of meaningful

wellness properties have a strong

cautionary note when considering the

experiential holidays.

competitive advantage, it’s important

level of wellness-related investment in

to put that success into context and

a hotel.

The other trend identified is the

RLA Global feels that whether these
getaways are intense adrenaline-

understand the costs attached to such

Allen said: “We believe there’ll be a

a recovery in terms of operating costs,

few winners and potentially many losers

wellbeing oﬀerings, specialised health

payroll and investment.

as the competitive landscape heats

improvements or specific experience-

up with both new wellness-related

led pre-packaged holidays, there is

of Hotstats, which participated in the

properties and as existing hotels try to

absolutely no doubt that ‘experience’

report, commented: “High levels of

reposition their oﬀering to compete for

should be at the forefront of hotel

global inflation – combined with supply

the wellness audience”.

resorts and destinations. ●

Michael Grove, chief operating oﬃcer

sBinsider
Issue
400
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fuelled experiences, immersive
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■■ Alchemy Concepts has designed
bespoke treatments to showcase
Italy’s natural plant botanicals

PHOTO: HOTEL LE FONTANELLE

A sense of place
Tuscany's verdant wine country has inspired Hotel Le
Fontanelle’s new nature-centric wellness sanctuary

A

new spa and wellness retreat

hotel, Hotel Le Fontanelle, following a

was a major part of the spa’s design

has launched at the Fontanelle

two-year project. Founded in 1999 by

brief. This led to the realisation of a spa

estate in Tuscany, a countryside

Giuseppina Bolfo, Hotel Le Fontanelle is a

inspired by biophilic principles and a

property nestled among the

family-owned property.

human-centric wellness design approach

rolling hills and vineyards of
Italy’s Chianti wine region.
Completed with the help

Wellness manager Maria Kalogeraki
told Spa Business that guest demand
drove the investment into the project. she

intended to reduce stress and enhance
creativity and overall wellbeing.
Interiors feature a soft palette

of Lahra and Chicco Tatriele of industry

feels the new facility is unique thanks to

of colours found in nature and

consultancy Alchemy Concepts, the

its design which makes the most of its

complemented with locally-sourced

500sq m spa is a part of the estate’s

prime location atop a hill with expansive

natural materials to connect the indoor

recently launched Clubhouse. Its facilities

views of the Chianti valley.

space to Tuscany’s rustic countryside.

are now available to both day visitors and
guests staying at the property’s five-star

12
28
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Kalogeraki revealed that maintaining a
connection to the natural surroundings

Natural light has also been used to
gently illuminate the space via large
©Cybertrek Ltd
©Cybertrek
2022 Ltd
sBinsider
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■■ Guests can opt for a
wellness day programme
or choose from a selection
of retreats ranging
PHOTOS: HOTEL LE FONTANELLE

from two to six nights

windows in the wellness lounge and

treatment room, tepidarium with salt

hydrotherapy area as well as skylights

mist, sauna, steam bath, experience

dotted throughout the facility, including

showers and ice fountain, in addition to a

three of the spa’s four treatment rooms.
The spa has launched with a bespoke
treatment menu developed by Alchemy
Concepts as well as a selection of rituals
supplied by subtle energies, Lajatica,
Meletao Botanicals and Kure Bazaar.
Water is a star element of the Wellness
sanctuary, as more than half its footprint
has been allocated to hydrotherapy
facilities. These include a waterfall
sBinsider
Issue
400
Issue
©Cybertrek
400 Ltd
©Cybertrek
2022
Ltd 2022

Many guests were
requesting wellness
services so we
created a spa to
bring the Fontanelle
brand into the
wellness space

Kneipp therapy shower, mountain shower,
indoor pool and hydrotherapy pool.
Further facilities include a wellness
concierge and changing rooms, as well as
a wellness studio.
For those searching for a dose of
activity, the Clubhouse also oﬀers an
indoor Technogym-equipped fitness suite,
an outdoor pool and a tennis and golf
putting area. ●
www.spabusiness.com
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Courtesy of Faena Hotel, Miami Beach. Photographer Nik Koenig, USA

DEFINING SPA.
SINCE 1928.

Chalet Anna Maria, Photographer Alex Kaiser, Austria

As a global manufacturer of premium
saunas and spa solutions, we know what
it takes to become a talking point: outstanding comfort and uncompromising
quality. To bring each customer’s unique
vision to life we select only the finest
materials and craft them with passion
and painstaking care. Let us inspire you
and help you offer your guests a one-ofa-kind spa experience.
Find out more at www.klafs.com

Eden Roc, Switzerland

KOKON Corporate Campus, Liechtenstein

All the Features You Need to Manage
Your Spa and Delight Your Customers
Online Booking • Staﬀ Scheduling • Integrated POS • CRM • And More

All the Features You Need to Manage
Your Spa and Delight Your Customers
Online Booking • Staff Scheduling • Integrated POS • CRM • And More

Learn
why
Bookerisisthe
theleading
leading spa
software
Learn
why
Booker
spamanagement
management
software
www.booker.com/spabusiness
mindbodyonline.com/spa-software
www.mindbodyonline.com/spa-software

SUPPLIER NEWS
Suppliers tell Spa Business insider about their latest

For the latest supplier
news and company
information, visit

spa-kit.net

product, design and technology launches

photo: ELEMENTAL HERBOLOGY

■■ To mark the new treatment space launch, Elemental Herbology has devised a new two-hour ritual costing £245 (US$307, €286)

Elemental Herbology announces permanent
spa residency at The Cadogan in Chelsea
photo: ELEMENTAL HERBOLOGY

B

ritish spa and bodycare

treatment is designed to help

before guests visit Cadogan

brand Elemental Herbology

guests decompress from busy

Place Gardens and are offered

has recently launched

city life and is inspired by the

a fresh smoothie or juice.

a permanent residency at

nearby Cadogan Place Gardens.

Commenting on the launch,

The Cadogan, A Belmond

The ritual kicks off with a

Hotel, in Chelsea, London.

foot soak and a cup of herbal

Herbology, said: “We've

tea, bespoke to the guest’s

been searching for the ideal

alike can visit the space – open

chosen Elemental personality,

location to launch our first

Thursday to Saturday from 11am

which they choose at the

treatment space, so when we

to 7pm – and choose from a

outset of the experience.

met the wonderful team at

Both guests and non-guests

■■ Carolyne Beck, managing

menu of Elemental Herbology

director of Elemental Herbology

treatments including facials,

breathing, a guided meditation

beautiful spa suite, we knew

massages, scrubs and wraps.

and stretching and acupressure

it would be a perfect match.

To mark the new partnership,

techniques, before a salt scrub

The Cadogan and saw their

“We’re thrilled to be

the brand has devised a

gently exfoliates the body to buff

bringing Elemental Herbology

brand new two-hour ritual

the skin and boost circulation.

to the heart of Chelsea.”

(£245, US$307, €286).
Called Five Elements of
Nature Bespoke Experience, the
sBinsider Issue 400

This is followed by deep

Carolyne Beck, MD of Elemental

©Cybertrek Ltd 2022

The treatment finishes
with breathing and stretching
techniques to refocus the mind

More on spa-kit.net
http://lei.sr/d5z5f_B
www.spabusiness.com
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SUPPLIER NEWS
Gharieni launches the RLX Satori Wellness Lounger
vibroacoustics, Gharieni’s
new RLX Satori Wellness
photo: GHARIENI

F

eaturing the latest in

Lounger has been designed
to offer spa clients touchless,
mind/body wellness benefits.
The experience is
underpinned by the combination
of full-body vibration, healing
binaural beats music and a
photo: GHARIENI

voice-guided programme.
Recommended for medical
spas, health, therapeutic and
rehabilitation environments,

■■Sammy Gharieni, CEO
and founder of Gharieni

Satori is claimed to provide
full-body relaxation, together

“The Satori Wellness

choices,” explained Sammy

Lounger's authentic zero-

with brain stimulation

Lounger is the result of an

Gharieni, CEO and founder

gravity body placement is

that promotes mental and

emerging consumer demand

of the Gharieni Group.

a versatile and powerful

physical wellbeing through an

for targeted vibroacoustic

enjoyable experience – without

therapies and the associated

stress and anxiety relief, to

the need for a dedicated

programmes provide

support for desired behavioural

therapist or treatment room.

an incredible variety of

changes, The Satori Wellness

“From guided meditation,

addition to any environment.”

More on spa-kit.net
http://lei.sr/W2m3c_B

Deepak Chopra and OpenSeed
create private meditation pods

O

penSeed has partnered
with Deepak Chopra –
physician, author and

wellness specialist – and Yves
Behar, CEO of fuseproject
photo: OPENSEED

design studio, to launch
meditation pods for personal
wellness practices in the
spa environment, workplace
or private residences.
■■Deepak Chopra, physician,
author and wellness specialist

US$16,000 (€15,200,

offer a unique environment

practice’s effectiveness

£12,900) is made with

which integrates industrial

because the isolated and

sustainable materials and

design, technology and content

controlled environment has

integrates sound, guided

that helps ease stress and

great potential to quickly

meditations, aromatherapy and

expand self-awareness.”

and effectively quiet the

specially-designed lighting. It
will launch in Q1 of 2023.

sBinsider Issue 400

■■ The Iris pod features integrated sound, aromatherapy and lighting

The Iris pod, priced at

A research study,
supervised by neurosurgeon

“OpenSeed pods can play

Dr Michihito Sugawara,

an important role in facilitating

showed that meditating

meditation,” said Chopra, “they

in the pods increases the

©Cybertrek Ltd 2022

mind, reduce stress and
enhance performance.

More on spa-kit.net
http://lei.sr/G6A8u_B

www.spabusiness.com
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Oakworks unveils SoVi
Vibroacoustic System

photo: OAKWORKS

O

akworks has launched
the touchless SoVi
Vibroacoustic System

to promote relaxation,
stress management and

photo: FAIRMONT CNETURY PLAZA

SUPPLIER NEWS

■■ Guests at Fairmont Century Plaza in LA can make use of the SoVi

performance enhancement.
Jeff Riach, Oakworks
founder and CEO, explained:
“SoVi was designed to be
■■ Jeff Riach, Oakworks
founder and CEO

Alternatively, the system can

built-in speakers, headphones

power headphones for touchless

and vibrational transducers.

relaxation in waiting rooms or

Speakers are built into the

a very flexible platform for

padded top of the table to

post-treatment. The headphones,

delivering vibroacoustic

deliver high-quality sound to a

speakers and vibratory

experiences in a variety of

client’s ears during treatments

elements all have individual

spa settings from waiting

and enhance the experience.

controls to allow therapists

areas to massage rooms.”

They also drive an integrated

to create the best balance

The new technology can

amplifier that provides power

and content for the client.

be integrated into Oakwork’s

to four transducers embedded

Curva Lounger Anti-Gravity

into the beds which deliver

Chairs or Britta Tables using

vibrations to the body.

More on spa-kit.net
http://lei.sr/A3q5S_B

Swissline facials complete spa menu at Anantara's new Dubai resort
spa brand Swissline has
partnered with the new
photo: SWISSLINE

P

rofessional skincare and

spa at Anantara World Islands
Dubai Resort. The 70-key resort
marks the seventh Anantara
property in the United Arab
Emirates and is the first luxury
resort to open on the World
Islands giga-project in Dubai.
photo: SWISSLINE

The World Islands is a manmade archipelago located four
kilometres off the coast of
Dubai featuring 300 islands

■■Christophe Lesueur,
CEO of Swissline

constructed into the shape of
Founded in Switzerland

Pur 90 mins/1,500 AED

30 mins/600 AED

in 1989, Swissline claims

(US$408, €382, £326).

(US$163, €153, £130).

to be one of a few skincare

2. Swiss Bright 75 mins/1,100

5. Swiss Recovery

Dubai Resort launched

brands that can trace its

AED (US$300, €280, £239).

75 mins/1,100 AED

with a six-treatment-room

origins to cellular therapy.

3. Swiss Lifting Infusion

(US$300, €280, £239).

Anantara spa and a menu

The new resort offers the

75 mins/1,100 AED

crowned with five premium

following Swissline rituals:

(US$300, €280, £239).

Swissline facial treatments.

1. Le Grand Soin Au Collagene

4. Swiss Eye Specialist

six continents on a world map
which can be seen from space.
Anantara World Islands
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More on spa-kit.net
http://lei.sr/w4E8P_B

©Cybertrek Ltd 2022
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Transform
Hotel and Spa Wellness
Enhance your guest experience and transform your facilities
with our world class fitness and wellness solutions.
lesmills.com/hotel-fitness-programs

spa business insider

WEB ADDRESS BOOK
Connect with spa organisations from around the world.
We welcome your entries – write to spateam@leisuremedia.com
Asia-Paciﬁc Spa & Wellness
Coalition (APSWC)
■■ www.apswc.org

Association of Malaysian
Spas (AMSPA)
■■ www.amspa.org.my

Bali Spa and Wellness Association
■■ www.balispawellness-association.org

Brazilian Spas Association
■■ www.abcspas.com.br

Bulgarian Union for Balneology
and Spa Tourism (BUBSPA)
■■ www.bubspa.org

Association of Spas of
the Czech Republic
■■ www.jedemedolazni.cz

Estonian Spa Association
■■ www.estonianspas.eu

European Historic Thermal
Towns Association

Global Wellness Institute (GWI)

Sauna from Finland

■■ www.globalwellnessinstitute.org

■■ www.saunafromfinland.com

GSN Planet

Serbian Spas & Resorts Association

■■ www.gsnplanet.org

Hungarian Baths Association
■■ www.furdoszovetseg.hu/en

Hydrothermal Spa Forum
■■ www.hydrothermal-spa-forum.net

The Iceland Spa Association
■■ www.visitspas.eu/iceland

The International Medical
Spa Association
■■ www.dayspaassociation.com/imsa

International Sauna Association
■■ www.saunainternational.net

International Spa Association (ISPA)
■■ www.experienceispa.com

Irish Spa Association

■■ www.ubas.org.rs

South African Spa Association
■■ www.saspaassociation.co.za

Spanish National Spa Association
■■ www.balnearios.org

Spa and Wellness Association
of Africa (SWAA)
■■ www.swaafrica.org

Spa & Wellness Association of Canada
■■ www.spaandwellnessassociationofcanada.com

Spa Association of India
■■ www.spaassociationoﬁndia.in

Spa Industry Association

■■ www.irishspaassociation.ie

■■ www.dayspaassociation.com

Japan Spa Association
■■ www.j-spa.jp

The Sustainable Spa
Association (SSA)

Leading Spas of Canada

■■ www.sustainablespas.org

■■ www.leadingspasofcanada.com

Taiwan Spa Association

■■ www.fht.org.uk

National Guild of Spa Experts Russia

■■ www.tspa.tw

Federterme

■■ www.russiaspas.ru

■■ www.federterme.it

Portuguese Spas Association

FEMTEC (the World Federation of
Hydrotherapy and Climatotherapy)

■■ www.termasdeportugal.pt

Romanian Spa Organization

■■ https://www.femteconline.org/m

■■ www.romanian-spas.ro

French Spa Association (SPA-A)

Salt Therapy Association

■■ www.spa-a.org

■■ www.salttherapyassociation.org

■■ www.facebook.com/UASPA

German Spas Association

Saudi Arabian Wellness Association

Wellness Tourism Association

■■ www.deutscher-heilbaederverband.de

■■ www.saudiwellness.org

■■ www.wellnesstourismassociation.org

■■ www.ehtta.eu

European Spas Association
■■ www.europeanspas.eu

Federation of Holistic Therapists (FHT)

Thai Spa Association
■■ www.thaispaassociation.com

The UK Spa Association
■■ www.spa-uk.org
shutterstock/AndreyUG

Ukrainian SPA Association

